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Introduction

The Blockum DAO is a Decentralized Autonomous Organization that
seeks to foster the growth of startups and promising business
opportunities (PBOs) through a partnership with GoldOfir, an
innovative company that developed the Foment GOL Token (FGOL).
Blockum DAO aims to create a decentralized and collaborative
ecosystem in which the community actively participates in the analysis
and selection of the best startups and PBOs for investment.



Glossary of Terms

Blockum DAO: Decentralized Autonomous Organization that
collaborates with GoldOfir in the analysis and selection of
startups and PBOs for investment.
Gold Ofir: Company that provides the Foment GOL Token (FGOL)
for contributions to startups and promising business opportunities
(PBOs).
FGOL (Foment GOL): Foment Token used by GoldOfir to invest in
startups and PBOs.
Startups: Young and innovative companies that seek to develop
and scale new solutions in the market.
Promising Business Opportunities (PBOs): Projects or companies
with potential for growth and success in the market.
LP Tokens (Liquidity Provider Tokens): Tokens issued by a
decentralized exchange, such as SushiSwap, that represent the
user's participation in the liquidity pool.
Blockum Pool: Liquidity pool created on SushiSwap, composed of
50% FGOL tokens and 50% WETH.



HODL: A popular term in the world of cryptocurrencies, originated
from a typo of "hold" in a Bitcoin discussion forum. HODL refers to
the practice of holding and not selling cryptocurrencies, even in
times of price volatility, with the expectation that their value will
increase in the long term. This strategy is based on the idea that
the adoption and development of cryptocurrencies and
blockchain technology will bring significant returns in the future.
Smart Contract: Autonomous and programmable contract that
facilitates the execution of transactions and activities on a
blockchain platform.
ERC20: Technical standard used for the creation of tokens on the
Ethereum blockchain and other EVM networks.
NFT: Unique token that represents a specific asset on the
blockchain, used to authenticate the ownership of digital items.

Glossary of Terms



The History of Blockum
DAO
The story of Blockum DAO begins with a common need: the pursuit of
financial security and freedom in an increasingly digital world. People
around the world, big and small investors, were looking for ways to
build a digital passive wealth, but faced significant barriers.
Blockchain technology and decentralized finance (DeFi) promised to
revolutionize the world of investments, but were complex and
inaccessible to many. In addition, the market lacked liquidity and
security was a constant concern.

It was in this context that Blockum DAO was born. A group of
visionaries recognized the potential of blockchain and DeFi to
democratize investment and decided to create a platform that would
make these technologies accessible to everyone. They envisioned a
universe where anyone, regardless of their experience or resources,
could invest in promising startups and businesses around the world.

Blockum DAO was built on principles of transparency, inclusion, and
collaboration. It was designed to allow its members, known as
"Blockumers", to pool their resources to bid for investments that would
normally be out of their reach. By pooling their resources, Blockumers
could compete with large investors and participate in lucrative
investment opportunities.



However, the creation of Blockum DAO was not without its challenges.
Blockchain technology and DeFi were new and complex, and many
Blockumers struggled to understand and navigate this new universe. In
addition, security was a constant concern, with the risk of hacks and
fraud always present.

That's when the Foment Gol token came into play. This token was
designed to bring liquidity and security to the Blockum universe. It
allowed Blockumers to invest with confidence, knowing that their
investments were secure. Foment Gol brought a new level of
accessibility to DeFi, making it easier to understand and use.

Today, Blockum DAO is a thriving ecosystem of investors and
entrepreneurs. Anyone can become a Blockumer and participate in
this expanding universe. By participate in Blockum DAO, Blockumers
are not only building a digital passive wealth, but they are also
contributing to the growth of promising startups and businesses
around the world. They are helping to shape the future of digital
investment and bring the promise of blockchain and DeFi to everyone.

The History of Blockum
DAO



The Strategic Alliance:
Blockum DAO and GoldOfir

The collaboration between Blockum DAO and GoldOfir combines the
collective wisdom and decentralized governance of Blockum DAO
with the financial and strategic knowledge of GoldOfir. This
partnership ensures that only the best proposals from startups and
PBOs are selected and supported, resulting in higher chances of
success and return for investors.



Competitive Advantages:
The Differentiator of
Blockum DAO's Business
Model

Blockum DAO offers several competitive advantages for startups and
investors:

Rigorous analysis and selection: The partnership with GoldOfir
enables a detailed and rigorous selection process, identifying
companies with high potential for growth and success.
Recurring return and profit distribution: Investors and participants
in the Blockum DAO community benefit from a recurring
distribution of up to 45% of the agreed percentage of profits
generated by the supported startups and PBOs.
Transparent and participatory governance: The involvement of the
Blockum DAO community in the decision-making process and
voting on proposals ensures an open and democratic governance
environment.
Forced HODL: By allocating LP tokens in the Blockum pool, users
secure their share of the profits and benefit from HODL of two
rising assets.
Proposal launch open to all: Any member of the Blockum DAO
community can create and launch a funding proposal for their
startup or PBO, and it is up to the community to support or not
support the proposal.



Connecting Startups and
Investors: The Role of the
FGOL Token

The FGOL token is the central element that connects startups,
investors, and the Blockum DAO community. By investing in FGOL,
investors and startups have the opportunity to participate in a
dynamic and promising ecosystem, driving the growth and success of
the supported companies.



Governance and
Transparency: The
Decision-Making Process at
Blockum DAO

Blockum DAO adopts a transparent decision-making process based
on community participation. All members of Blockum DAO have the
right to vote on the proposals presented, ensuring a democratic and
inclusive process. This approach ensures that the best investment
opportunities are selected, benefiting both startups and investors.



Security and Reliability: The
Blockum DAO Smart
Contract

Blockum DAO and GoldOfir prioritize security and reliability in all
transactions and interactions within the ecosystem. The Blockum DAO
smart contract uses the OpenZeppelin library, ensuring the
implementation of ERC20 standards and secure and robust access
control.



Distribution and Allocation
of FGOL Tokens

GoldOfir generated a total of 1 billion FGOL tokens, with the
following distribution and allocation for the Blockum DAO ecosystem:

220 million FGOL tokens (22%) are owned by GoldOfir’s 350+ co-
founders. This initial allocation allowed the financing of the
company's initial operations and the development of the
ecosystem.

500 million FGOL tokens (50%) are reserved for fostering startups
and PBOs. These tokens will be used to invest in promising
companies, ensuring the growth and success of the ecosystem.

280 million FGOL tokens (28%) will be used for the maintenance
and development of Blockum DAO and GoldOfir. This allocation
will ensure the sustainability and continuity of the companies'
operations.

FOMENT STARTUPS/PBOS
50%

GOLDOFIR
28%

CO FOUNDERS
22%



Participating in Blockum
DAO: How to Allocate LP
Tokens in Blockum DAO

To become part of Blockum DAO and access the benefits offered,
users should follow the steps below:

Convert Capital into Tokens: The first step to being part of the
Blockum DAO is to convert your capital into an equal proportion
of Wrapped Ethereum (WETH - Address at Polygon Network -
0x7ceB23fD6bC0adD59E62ac25578270cFf1b9f619) and the
GoldOfir Promotion Token (FGOL). This 50/50 split is required for
allocation to the Blockum pool on SushiSwap.

Allocation to Blockum Pool: After converting capital into WETH
and FGOL, you must allocate these assets to the Blockum pool on
the SushiSwap decentralized exchange platform. By providing
liquidity to this pool, the investor receives LP (Liquidity Provider)
Tokens in return.

Allocation of LP Tokens in Blockum DAO: Once in possession of the
Blockum pool's LP Tokens, the investor must then allocate them in
the Blockum DAO smart contract. This allocation process is subject
to a lock-up period, during which the LP Tokens are locked in the
contract. This mechanism promotes the stability of the pool's
liquidity and encourages long-term participation in the
community.



Participating in Blockum
DAO: How to Allocate LP
Tokens in Blockum DAO

The benefits of allocating LP Tokens in Blockum DAO are multiple:

Voting Rights: By allocating LP Tokens in Blockum DAO, the investor
gains voting rights in community decisions. This includes the
selection of startups and PBOs to receive investment, as well as
any changes in DAO rules.

Profit Participation: A significant portion of the profits generated
by the startups and PBOs supported by Blockum DAO is distributed
among community participants. Thus, by allocating LP Tokens, the
investor acquires the right to a share of these profits.

Community Participation: Allocating LP Tokens in Blockum DAO
allows the investor to become an active member of the
community, contributing to discussions, decisions, and future
directions of the organization.



HODL Benefit: By holding and allocating LP Tokens, the investor
benefits from HODL of two rising assets - FGOL and WETH. This
can lead to a significant increase in the value of the investment
over time, as these assets appreciate.

By following these steps, any investor can become an active member
of Blockum DAO, directly participating in the growth and success of
the supported startups and PBOs, as well as sharing in the profits
generated by these companies.

Participating in Blockum
DAO: How to Allocate LP
Tokens in Blockum DAO



Possibility of Additional
Issuance of FGOL Tokens

Should there be a need for more resources in the future to foster
startups and PBOs or for the maintenance of Blockum DAO and
GoldOfir, there is the possibility of issuing an additional amount of
FGOL tokens. This additional issuance will be subject to the approval
of the Blockum DAO community and the terms set by the smart
contract.

In this way, the Blockum DAO and GoldOfir ecosystem remains flexible
and adaptable to future needs, ensuring the ability to continue
supporting promising startups and PBOs, as well as ensuring the
sustainability of the entire ecosystem in the long term.



The Opportunity to Invest
in the Future

The proposal from Blockum DAO and GoldOfir represents a unique
opportunity for investors, startups, and members of the Blockum DAO
community to participate in an innovative and promising ecosystem.
By investing in the FGOL token, all involved have the chance to
collaborate in the development and growth of companies with high
potential for success.

The rigorous analysis and selection process, provided by the
collaboration between Blockum DAO and GoldOfir, ensures greater
security and reliability in the investments made. The recurring
distribution of profits and transparent and participatory governance
offer important competitive advantages for participants in this
ecosystem.

With the use of the Blockum DAO smart contract, GoldOfir ensures
that transactions and interactions within the ecosystem are secure
and reliable, providing a conducive environment for the growth and
success of the supported startups and PBOs.



By investing in the FGOL token and becoming part of the Blockum
DAO community, you are not only supporting a future filled with
innovation and success, but also generating significant returns and
contributing to the growth of promising companies worldwide. This is
your chance to invest in the future and be part of the global
entrepreneurship revolution. Don't miss this opportunity!

The Opportunity to Invest
in the Future



Founding Members Club

The Blockum DAO has created a Founding Members Club, which will
bring numerous advantages to the participant, according to the NFT
acquired.

Free NFTs will be distributed in 3 initial stages. Each NFT is unique and
has a degree of rarity, according to the stage it was distributed, the
value allocated in the Blockum liquidity pool, the territory, and its
numerical sequence.

The benefits and advantages range from global recognition on
Blockum DAO platforms, awards and gifts, to free passage at events
made or sponsored by Blockum DAO and GoldOfir around the world,
among other exclusive advantages, in addition to enabling the
invitation to participate in the Blockum DAO advisory board.

To withdraw your NFT, simply allocate your assets in the Blockum pool
according to the values in the following tables and then allocate your
LPs in the Blockum DAO smart contract. After doing this, contact
Blockum DAO support at support@blockumdao.org, sending your
wallet address, the print of your Blockum pool position, your full name,
and a photo for the founding members' mural.



The first to request their NFTs will receive them, until the quantities of
each stage and value range of their passive wealth in the Blockum
pool are exhausted. Once in possession of their NFTs in their wallets,
they can benefit from the advantages or trade them freely.
Remember that only the holder of the NFT is considered a Founding
Member and an integral part of the club, so when you sell it, you sell
the right to your position in the roll of founding members.

The start or end of a distribution stage can be postponed or delayed,
as needed and decided by the Blockum DAO Advisory Council.

Founding Members Club



The Territories of the
Blockum DAO Universe
As the Blockum DAO community grew and prospered, it became clear
that a system was needed to organize and reward members
according to their level of investment and involvement. Thus, the
territories were born.

The territories were conceived as a physical representation of the
Blockum DAO universe in the metaverse. Each territory represented a
level of investment and offered corresponding benefits. Members
could "claim" a territory by purchasing a corresponding NFT, which
served as a kind of "passport" to that territory.

The first territory to be established was the "Kingdom of Solarius", a
place of unparalleled light and power. This territory was reserved for
members who had built the largest digital passive wealth in the
Blockum DAO, those who had a wealth of one million dollars or more.
They were known as the Sovereigns of Solarius and were rewarded
with a series of exclusive benefits and privileges.

Next came the "Lands of Lunaria", a silver reflection of Solarius,
reserved for those who had a digital passive wealth of one hundred
thousand dollars or more. The Luminaries of Lunaria, as they were
known, also enjoyed a series of benefits and privileges.



The "Domain of Stellaris" was established for those who had built a
digital passive wealth of ten thousand dollars or more, while the
"Borders of Nebula" were created for those who had built a wealth of
one thousand dollars or more. Each of these territories had its own
culture and identity, and their members - the Astronomers of Stellaris
and the Navigators of Nebula - enjoyed their own benefits and
privileges.

The territories were not just a way to organize the Blockum DAO
community, but also a way to create a sense of belonging and
identity. Each member had a place in the Blockum DAO universe, a
territory to call their own. And each territory was a vital part of the
whole, contributing to the growth and success of the Blockum DAO.

The Territories of the
Blockum DAO Universe



TERRITORY NFT QTY ALLOCATED VALUE

The Kingdom of Solarius 5 $1.000.000

The Lands of Lunaria 10 $100.000

The Dominion of Stellaris 100 $10.000

The Borders of Nebula 1000 $1.000

The distribution will take place in 3 stages, check below how they will
be:

Pre-Distribution - 2024

Distribution Phase 1 - 2025

Distribution Phase 2 - 2026

TERRITORY NFT QTY ALLOCATED VALUE

The Kingdom of Solarius 10 $1.000.000

The Lands of Lunaria 100 $100.000

The Dominion of Stellaris 1000 $10.000

The Borders of Nebula 10.000 $1.000

TERRITORY NFT QTY ALLOCATED VALUE

The Kingdom of Solarius 100 $1.000.000

The Lands of Lunaria 1000 $100.000

The Dominion of Stellaris 10.000 $10.000

The Borders of Nebula 100.000 $1.000

The Territories of the
Blockum DAO Universe



The Territories of the
Blockum DAO Universe

The Kingdom of Solarius - Investment level of 1 million dollars or
more: The Kingdom of Solarius is the pulsating heart of innovation
and entrepreneurship in the Blockum DAO. This territory, bathed in
sunlight, is where the brightest ideas are born and the most
promising startups are cultivated.

Those who hold NFTs from this kingdom are considered the
Sovereigns of Solarius, the visionaries of the Blockum DAO. They are
immortalized on the Visionaries Wall on the blockumdao.org
website, a testament to their audacity and commitment to
innovation.

As Sovereigns of Solarius, they have access to a series of exclusive
benefits and privileges. They have free entry to all GoldOfir and
Blockum events, including VIP areas, as well as to events sponsored
by GoldOfir and Blockum. They also have the opportunity to
participate in the Blockum DAO Council, where they can influence
strategic decisions and the course of the DAO.

Solarius 1 Solarius 2 Solarius 3



*The Kingdom of Solarius is more than just a territory - it's a symbol of
leadership and innovation, a place where the leaders of the Blockum
DAO community can gather and collaborate to create a better future
for all. Those who hold NFTs from this kingdom are not just investors,
but also visionaries and leaders, committed to the success and
prosperity of the Blockum DAO.

The Sovereigns of Solarius play a crucial role in fostering startups and
creating business opportunities. They have the ability to invest in
promising projects, guide emerging entrepreneurs, and shape the
future of the Blockum economy. In return, they share the profits
generated by these initiatives, creating a cycle of shared prosperity.

The Territories of the
Blockum DAO Universe



*The Lands of Lunaria - Passive asset level of 100 thousand dollars or
more: The Lands of Lunaria are the silver reflection of Solarius, a
place of wisdom and serenity. Those who hold NFTs from this territory
are considered the Luminaries of Lunaria, the strategists of the
Blockum DAO. They are immortalized on the Strategists Mural on the
blockumdao.org website, a testament to their acumen and ability to
identify promising business opportunities. As Luminaries of Lunaria,
they have the ability to guide the strategic direction of the DAO,
helping to identify and foster promising startups.

The Territories of the
Blockum DAO Universe

Lunaria 1 Lunaria 2 Lunaria 3



*The Dominion of Stellaris - Passive asset level of 10 thousand dollars
or more: The Dominion of Stellaris is a starry field of opportunities, a
place of innovation and discovery. Those who hold NFTs from this
dominion are considered the Astronomers of Stellaris, the explorers of
the Blockum DAO. They are immortalized on the Explorers Mural on
the blockumdao.org website, a testament to their curiosity and desire
to discover new business opportunities. As Astronomers of Stellaris,
they have the ability to explore the vast metaverse in search of new
investment and growth opportunities.

The Territories of the
Blockum DAO Universe

Stellaris 1 Stellaris 2 Stellaris 3



*The Borders of Nebula - Passive asset level of 1 thousand dollars or
more: The Borders of Nebula are the gateway to the Blockum
universe, a place of welcome and inclusion. Those who hold NFTs from
this territory are considered the Navigators of Nebula, the
ambassadors of the Blockum DAO. They are immortalized on the
Ambassadors Mural on the blockumdao.org website, a testament to
their dedication to building and maintaining an inclusive and
welcoming community. As Navigators of Nebula, they have the ability
to welcome new members into the community, helping to cultivate a
culture of collaboration and mutual support.

The Territories of the
Blockum DAO Universe

Nebula 1 Nebula 2 Nebula 3



Each of these territories represents a level of passive digital wealth
achieved and offers corresponding benefits. Moreover, each territory
has its own identity and culture, encouraging users to identify with a
specific territory and strive to be a part of it. Those participating in
the first distribution will have the opportunity to shape the culture and
identity of their respective territories, giving them a sense of
ownership and belonging.

At Blockum DAO, we believe in rewarding our members for their
commitment to building passive digital wealth. That's why we've
introduced NFTs - a way to recognize and reward our members for
their investment in our liquidity pool.

Each territory has a limited number of NFTs, which are released in
different distribution phases. In the first phase, only 5 NFTs will be
released for the Kingdom of Solarius, reserved for the first 5 members
who contribute 1 million dollars or more. The Lands of Lunaria will have
10 NFTs available for those who contribute 100 thousand dollars or
more, while the Domain of Stellaris and the Borders of Nebula will
have 100 and 1000 NFTs available, respectively, for those who
contribute 10 thousand and 1 thousand dollars.

The Territories of the
Blockum DAO Universe



*To be eligible to receive the NFT, members must first stake their LPs
(Liquidity Provider tokens) in the Blockum DAO community smart
contract. After doing this, they should send an email to
support@blockumdao.org with a screenshot of their pool balance and
the wallet they used to make the transaction, or request the NFT
through the form on the blockumdao.org website.

These NFTs are not just a form of reward, but also a status symbol. By
owning an NFT, members demonstrate their commitment to Blockum
DAO and earn recognition for their passive digital wealth. They
become Sovereigns of Solarius, Luminaries of Lunaria, Astronomers of
Stellaris, or Navigators of Nebula, depending on the level of their
contribution.

In the second phase of distribution, the number of NFTs available for
each territory will increase, allowing more members to join these
prestigious ranks. However, those who participate in the first phase of
distribution will always have the privilege of being the first members
of their respective territories, a testament to their pioneering spirit
and vision.

At the end of the three phases of distribution, there could potentially
be a total of 123.325 members of the Blockum DAO Founders Club,
each contributing to the growth and success of the DAO with their
collaboration and vision.

The Territories of the
Blockum DAO Universe



It's important to note that if a founding member decides to sell their
NFT, the founding member rights will be transferred to the new owner.
This means that the status and privileges of a founding member are
intrinsically linked to the NFT and not to the individual. In addition, the
data on the Members' Mural on the website will also be updated to
reflect the new owner of the NFT.

Therefore, if you wish to be part of this exciting universe and build
your own digital passive wealth, don't waste time. Contribute to the
liquidity pool, request your NFT, and start building your future in
Blockum DAO today.

The Territories of the
Blockum DAO Universe



support@blockumdao.org
E-MAIL 

www.blockumdao.org
WEBSITE

CONTACT US


